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Performance! Release 12.6292 

 
Flowserve is pleased to announce the interim release of Performance! 12.6292, the 
Industry’s foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection, and Project Management software. 
The following are the details about the new product/features, enhancements done and 
bugs resolved in this release. 
 
New Products/Features 
 
1. DIN Mark 200 Valve 
 
The DIN version of the Mark 200 has now been added to the Performance! sizing and 
selection software. This high pressure, severe service, maximum capacity control valve 
platform is now available for project quotations out of Villach, Austria. The new DIN 
platform beats competitive product Cv’s by 20% to 60%. It also delivers greater Cv 
capacity than a same size Mark One. Noise and cavitation trims will be added in the 
next design phase. Product literature for both the DIN and ANSI versions will be 
available during the next few weeks.  
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2. MFR Pricing for Alliance Customers 
 
A new option, MFR Pricing check box, has been added in the Alliance Pricing section 
of the New Project and the Modify Project Information dialogs. This allows the user 
of the alliance projects to change the discounts. The user can decrease the discount 
without the approval. However, to increase the discount, the user needs to have the 
pricing access codes activated.  
 
For this option to work, it is necessary to specify the Origin Site in the New Project or 
the Modify Project Information dialog. After specifying the project information, select 
the MFR Pricing check box; the Agreement drop-down is displayed. Select the alliance 
agreement in this drop-down; the Verify NPA PWD button is displayed. There is no 
need to enter the password for this feature. Just click the Verify NPA PWD button; the 
Project drop-down is displayed. This drop-down is used to select the sub-agreements. 
Select the required sub-agreement from the Project drop-down and exit the dialog.  
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You can verify the application of this option on a valve record by checking the pricing 
details. To do so, click the Price button in the Valve Manager for the particular valve 
record; the MFR pricing agreement and sub agreement are displayed in the title of the 
Pricing dialog.  

 
3. Ceramic plug added to Multi-Z 

 
In this release of Performance!, ceramic plug material has been added for Multi-Z. To 
select this plug material, click the Seat button in the Sizing screen; the Seat / Plug 
dialog is displayed. In this dialog, select the Ceramic option from the Plug Matl. drop-
down. You will notice that Soft Seat Insert option becomes unavailable as you cannot 
use soft seats for ceramic plugs. 
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Once you select the ceramic plug material and size the valve, you can select only the N 
trim designs from the Sizing screen. 

 
Enhancements 
 
1. Cv’s included for C2 – 40 Trim in TMCBV 
 
In this release of Performance!, the Cv values has been implemented for C2 -40 trim. 
This allows you to select the Cv values for C2 - 40 trim while sizing TMCBV.  

 
2. Compression application ‘7Z’ added to Performanc e! for Import/Export option 
 
The valve records that are exported or imported are in database file format (DB). 
However, in this release, with the Performance! supporting Sybase 12, the database file 
size is big. So there was a need to compress the DB file size. To accomplish this, the 
‘7Z’ application has been added to the Import/Export functionality of the Performance! 
application. Now, if the user exports the valve record, the files are exported 
automatically to ‘7Z’ and DB format. If the user imports any valve record, the user can 
select the desired format (7Z or DB) of the imported file.  
 
The main intension of including the ‘7Z’ file format is reducing the size of DB files to be 
sent via an email. 
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3. Enhancements in Kämmer Products 
 
The enhancements or highlights in Kämmer products for 
this release of Performance! are given below: 
 

Multi-Z improvements 
• VL Cylinder Actuator fully included 
• Trim sizing rule updated 
• Implementation of body style rules (Cast and 

Fabricated) 
• Standard Multi-Z 1”-4” CL600-1500 cast fully priced 
 
Accessories 
• Standard Solenoid Valves defined 
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Bugs Fixed 
 
Issue # 11207, 10890, 11525, 11255, 11322, 10864, 11279, 10512, 11250, 11404, 
10468, 11410, 11252, 11175, 11118, 11256, 11366, 11100, 11361, 11139, 11171, 
10740, 10276, 11206, 10442 
 
The summary report of the bugs is given below: 
 
0011207: In the latest Packing Dialog of Performance!, with the selection of the “Other" 
packing type, the USD label was displayed against the Price edit box. However, the 
prices entered in the Price edit box are unit less numbers only. To resolve this issue, the 
USD label has been removed from the Packing Dialog. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11207 
 
0010890: The DIN Mark 200 data was populated in Performance!. Now, the users can 
size the DIN Mark 200 valves in Performance!. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10890 
 
0011525: Performance! was allowing the selection of 1 inch Pressure Balanced trim 
designs for Mark One family. The issue was resolved by removing the 1 inch P/B trim 
design option from the Mark One. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11525 
 
0011255: For Multi-Z sizing, the Sizing algorithm needed to be implemented based on 
the mechanical selection chart. To resolve this issue, the spud data was entered for 
Multi-Z, which allowed the VL actuator to be properly sized. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11255 
 
0011322: Performance! has included the ANSI Mark 200 Unbalanced Design in this 
release. Now, users can select the unbalanced trims for ANSI Mark 200 valves with 
sizes ranging from 2 inch to 4 inch. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11322 
 
0010864: Selection of the positioner overrides the user’s selection of the air filter 
regulator. If a user first selects an air filter regulator other than Valtek regulator and then 
selects the positioner, the regulator automatically changes into Valtek regulator. The 
issue has been fixed and the user’s selection of the regulator is not overridden 
anymore. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10864 
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0011279: The Cv tables needed to be updated for small size with high pressure Mark 
One valves. The issue has been resolved by entering the Cv data in Performance!. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11279 
 
0011250: New body material has been added for Multi-Z. This allows users to specify 
the body material for the same valve as WCC (CS cast) in the Specification screen.   
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11250 
 
0011404: For Multi-Z, the body styles are added in the Sizing Screen of Performance! 
This gives the users the option of selecting the Cast or fabricated body style for these 
valves. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11404 
 
0010468: The size of template for export DB file is large in Performance! 12 version. 
Since the template size is large, this in turn made the imported and exported DB files 
large. This issue was resolved by adding the option of zipping application ‘7Z’ for 
exporting and importing the DB files. Similar bug with the issue no 0010512 is resolved.   
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10468 
 
0011410: In this release, the ceramic plug material has been added for Multi-Z. 
However, for this plug material, the soft seat should not be available. The issue was 
resolved by removing the soft seat option. Now, if the user selects Ceramic plug 
material for Multi-Z, the soft seat option is unavailable.  
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11410 
 
0011252: The XF (particle size) values were missing for Multi-Z trim. As a result, 
Performance! was unable to create the complete BOM for Multi-Z trim. In order to 
resolve this issue, a new attribute for Multi-Z “XF_MZ” has been created that stores 
these XF (particle size) values. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11252 
 
0011175: When the user was sizing valve with an integral flange, the flange finish 
attribute displayed blank value. The issue was resolved after rule blocking was set up 
for the blank flange finish.  
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11175 
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0011118: The C2-40 trim data was not available for sizing TMCBV into Performance!. 
The issue has been resolved now by populating the trim data into Performance! 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11118 
 
0011366: For Ceramic plug material, only trim design N should be available. To resolve 
this issue, the Cv dependency has been added for the same plug material. Now, user 
can pick only N trim designs from the Seat/Plug dialog in the Sizing screen. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11366 
 
0011100: The user reported about the sorting of custom fluids in the Fluid dialog. The 
issue has been fixed and the custom fluids are now displayed in alphabetical order. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11100 
 
0011361: The user reported about the incorrect actuator sizing by Performance!. By 
changing the sizing constraints (from Class IV to Class V shutoff), the actuator selection 
was limited to only 25 and 50. The user was unable to revert to the 100 and 200 after he 
changed the shutoff from V to IV.  
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11361 
 
0011139: The users were able to select Logix 3000 positioner for the Kämmer P1 
actuator. It should have not been an available positioner option for the P1 actuator. The 
issue was resolved after putting rule blocks for the same. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11139 
 
0011171: While doing sizing calculation for Sereg Actuator Subassembly, Performance! 
application was crashing. The issue is solved now and the crashing is eliminated. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11171 
 
0010740: For Maxlfo 3, the Cv values needed to be updated. To resolve this issue, the 
new Cv values were updated for ISA 75.08.02 Short face. Similar bug with the issue no 
0010276 is resolved. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10740 
 

0011206: The fabrication method of the carbon steel actuator for size 25 and 50 is 
removed from the spec sheet. Earlier, the fabrication method was indicated at line no 52 
in the printed Spec sheet. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11206 
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0010442: The xT values for Maxflo 3 with Integral plate needed to be updated with 
respect to the latest Cv values entered. The issue has been resolved by updating the xT 
values. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=10442 
 

 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
Mohan Babu 
 
Director, Engineering - Special Applications 
Mbabu@flowserve.com 


